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The idea about the book Asamanya Vishwa has been conceived through the
inspiration from school with intelligent support from peer groups, some of my college
teachers. The idea took its definitive shape after mathematically & logically based
analytical calculations & visualizations done in my office, the Office of the Principal
Accountant General (A&E), Rajasthan, Jaipur (a state level office of the CAG, India).
The inspiring spirit & environment of the campus of the office are able to develop a skill
to calculate, criticize, modify, amend, analyze & visualize something mathematically on
the basis of the given information, facts, findings and problems. This triggers, develops
and proposes a mathematically based new frame in which new starting natural events are
identified, interpreted and organized to evolve a model to discover & develop a viable
mechanism to begin, design, construct and operate the material universe.
With the constant moral & intelectual support by then Accountant General
Rajasthan, Jaipur, Shri Rakesh Jain, the idea took a definative shape to evolve further.
The Rajbhasha Award-2014 for the original scientific writing in Hindi-2014 presented on
17.9.2014 by the Principal Accountant General (A&E) Rajasthan, jaipur MS. Sudarshna
Talapatra, at the Hindi Pakhwara Samapan Samoroh at the office campus, has encouraged
me tremendously to try my best to pursue the matter further with more efficiency,
intensity and accuracy to complete this project to suggest a perfect, viable and uniform
model for the origin and development of the universe and finally life on the earth. The
Award begins a deep interactions with Shri Raj Kumar Menghani, Sr. DAG (Admn.),
GSSA Raj, jaipur, Shri SM Soral (Sr. Audit Officer), Shri Shyam Babu Vyas (Sr.AO),
Shri Surendra Sharma and Rama Shankar sharma (Assistant Accounts Officer) to enable
me to finalize some of main concepts to finalize this model.
This gives me intense intelect energy to model the processes to investigate the
starting energy and a vast force field to trigger a starting energy conversion chain to
simultaneously originate elementary particles and fundamental forces from the wavy
energy to make matter, mass, volume and finally celestial bodies to form & hold the first
galaxy with all its stars & palnets. The first galaxy triggers similar energy conversion
chains to make & hold other galaxies billions in numbers to compose the present vast
universe. This also enables me to perfectly model a radio pulses driven electrochemical
process at upper atmosphere to synthesize an ancestral genetic pool which is able to
asexually synthesize starting genes in the form of numerous paired fertile cells on the
earth; a pair of two starting fertile cells grow into a starting pair of adult male and female
to sexually reproduce a species. Thus numerous paired fertile cells are asexually
synthesized to grow into numerous starting adult pairs to sexually reproduce numerous
species.
Our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi expressed a desire to make once again
India World teacher (Vishwa Guru) in his maiden speech at the occasion of Ganga Arti
on 17.5.2014 at Varanasi; similarly ‘Make in India’ appeals Indians to create something

new and innovative to produce virtual knowledge & technology. Both the events have
directed & inspired me to work hard to establish a new scientific theory for wavy origin
of starting matter and fundamental foces to compose celestial objects to make universe
with an electrochemical origin of the individual starting genes to begin and hold life on
the earth.
The continued moral support as well as guidance since the first edition-2000 of
the book by Shri Kali Charan Sarraf, now cabinet Minister for science and technology,
Rajasthan; Padam Shri Dr. Ashok Pangaria, eminent professor in Neurology; and some of
scholars from SMS Medical College & Hospital Jaipur, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur
and MNIT jaipur helped launch an intensive study plan with the help of the books on the
earth sciences, internet (Wikipedia) and meaningful interactions with subject experts and
colleagues. The starting conceptual understandings have gradually improved, amended,
rectified & modified to take an entirely new shape in this edition.
And finally this 16th English edition-2016 is prepared by introspectively
reorganizing and rearranging all ideas, frames, conceptual & hypothetic understanding
proposed in previous editions to combine them with modern understandings to propose a
new viable model for the same. Now the Asamanya vishwa model is ready to seek the
help of scientific community for verification, validation and establishment of a new
unified theory for the wavy origin of the elementary particles & fundamental forces to
make material universe with an electrochemical origin of starting individual genes on the
earth to make and hold life on the earth.
By the efficient language inputs, directions and suggestions from Dr. Sarojni the
Asamanya vishwa model has taken a clear shape of a perfect lingual representation in this
16th English edition-2016. By using, interpreting, combining & applying experimentally
established facts, findings, understanding and observed properties of deep space we are
able to discover this new model.
The emotional support of my extended joint family, including my mother Shanti
Devi, father Gyarsi Lal, wife Suman & my lovely children, is the great; I also extend my
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